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MAITREYALNKTHA] AND HIS WORKS
My first duty is to thank the University
authorities for having invited me to deliver some
lectures upon Buddhist subjects. It is a very
great honour for me to have as chairman the
leading authority on Indian Philosophy, Prof.
S. N. Dasgupta and to speak in an Atheneum
which has glorious traditions and which following
the impulse and the wish of Sir Asutosh Mookerjee
has contributed to Buddhist scholarship as no
other Indian University has done as yet. I t is
here in fact that the student is afforded those
opportunities which he wculd scarcely find elsewhere, I mean those branches subsidiary to
Indology, such as Tibetan and Chinese which are
absolutely necessary, when we want to carry on
Buddhist research on a wider scheme. Because
there is no doubt that, in spite of the interest that
Buddhist studies have raised, still Buddhism and
its problems are but very little known to us. It
is for this reason that in these lectures I have
limited myself only to some particular aspects of
Mahgyana, which for the multiplicity of its

schools, the activity and the originality of its
doctors, 'its wonderful conquest of all Asia, its
strict connection with Hinduism, its undeniable
contribution to Hindu logical, theological and even
Tantric systems, represents one of the most attractive fields of Indology, wlich can shed unexpected
light upon many still unsolved problems.
I hardly need t o say that my lectures will be
technical. But it is always necessary to have
recourse to the sources, to discuss and to analyze
them, if we wish to avoid any generalisation and
to make progress in researches. Moreover many of
the things which I shall sajyare chiefly based upon
new manuscript material brought' back by me
from Nepal or upon the Chinese and Tibetan
translations of works, which seem to have disappeared in India.
I t is generally said that Maheygna may be
divided into two fundamental schools, ziiz.,
M~dhyamika and Yogacfira:
This statement
must not be taken literally. First of all it i~ not
exact to affirm that these two tendencies were
always opposed to each other. Moreover not only
each one of these main currents is split into a
series of different sub-sects, but the Vijfiiinaviida,
at least for some time and in some parts of India,
may be claimed to have represented a qcitt:
independent tendency of thought with its own
fundamental siitras. Without anticipating my
ideas about the original difference between the
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Vijana-v&da and the Yog&era school which will
be the argument of another study, I muet now
insist on the firat point, viz., that the antagonism
between the MBdhyamika and the first expounders
of the idealistic school such as Maitreya, Asanga
and even Vasubandhu is not so marked as it
appears at first sight. This is proved not only
by the internal evidence of the most ancient
systematical texts, but also by many facts which
deserve our notice. Maitreya, the master, as we
shall see, of Asanga and the recognized founder of
the Yogiiciira school, comments upon a work of
N~giirjuna,the Bhavasankriinti.
So also one Vasubodhisattva, generally identified with Vasubandhu, comments upon the SataBlstra, one of the most prominent works by iiryadeva, the disciple of Niig~rjuna. Moreover,
curiously enough, the CatuhSataka by this same
author, the extant fragment of which with a
commentary by Candrakirti was discovered and
edited by our venerable guru Harapras~daSiistri
and is being re-edited and completely restored from
the Tibetan translation by that other great
scholar of yours, Vidhusekhara S ~ s t r i ,is called
in the colophon Bodhisattva-yogacsra-Sstra.
X~ggrjuna is quoted by Asanga, TTasubandhu,
Sthiramati. So also is Rahula, who was his
pupil, llot his guru, as it is sometimes said
on the authority of the Tibetan sources, which,
in this case, seem to have mixed up the

Siddha-R~hulabhadra with the old Bcsrya of
the same name. The fact is that both N~garjuna
as well s s Maitreya, along with their immediate
disciples acknowledged the same fundamental
tenets, and their work was determined by the
same ideals, though holding quite different views
in many a detail. Both were followers of the
Mahfiy~na,which implies that they equally admitted that internal as well as external phenomena
are devoid of reality ; these phenomena are not
existent in se and per se inasmuch as they are
conditioned and relative; pudgala as well as dhormas are merely nairatmya and therefore Biinya,
void. As to the caryd, conduct, both laid special
stress upon mental yoga (yogacary8), and maintained that the arhatship, the ideal of the Hinayana,
was not the only and final aim of Buddhism.
They pubstitute for it the bodhicitta, as the
ideal of the bodhisattva, and this bodhicitta is
hiinya- and karu@-garbha, i. e . , it results of two
chief constituents, viz., the notion of voidness of
all phenomena and the compassion for all beings.
The one concerns .the prajGa, that is the intellectual side of the career of the Bodhisattva and
contains the elaborate process of melitation by
which, through successive mental d a m banas and
their progressive annulment by the higher ones,
mind is purified; the other comprehends moral
activity. All these things had been la,id down in
a numberless series of Mahaygna-siitras, the date
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end the origin of which is still unknown, but
which, in the main, are far anterior to N&g&
rjuna
himself who systematises the teachings therein
contained. It is an enormous literature which
shows how characteristic Hindu ideas were creeping
into Buddhism. Written in various times and
even in various parts of India, these texts, composed by some unknown authors who gave authority. to their compilations attributing them to
Buddha himself, bear also traces of foreign elements. They represent the reaction of Buddhism
in contact with a larger mass of adherents and
followers. They represent in a word the Buddhism of the laymen much more than the
Buddhism of a strict community of monks. The
notion of Buddha himself was deeply changed ;
S~kyamuniis no longer a master but the hypostasis of the absolute, the dharmadhdtu, the tathayatugarbha. But all this literature was extremely unsysternaticsl. I t contained mere attempts
at speculative ideas, but no definite formulation of them. The language was unable, as it
were, to express the deep thoughts which thos~.
unknown mystics arrived at, by the mere force of
their meditation. I t was with them the contrary
of what happened with the Hinayana schools which
had given a definite shape to the teachings contained in the siitras, elaborating the most complex
works of Abhidharma, such as the JBanaprasthana along with its padas and its enormous

commentary, the Vibhss~,which may be ranked
among the greatest attempts at dogmatical systematisation that India ever knew. The followers of
the Mahiiyiina were therefore . confronted with an
urgent necessity, viz., that of proving that their
siitras were Buddha- b hagita. I t was also necessary
to solve the many$apparent or real contradictions
among the various texts and to put some order in
the doctrines, therein expounded. This work was
attempted by two masters who can equallg be
considered as the founders of Mahayiina-dogmatics,
I mean Nsgiirjuna and Mai treya. The first wrote
in
with this purpose the ~iilamiidh~amikak%rikas
whigh the Banyatii doctrine is logically demonstrated and the big commentary upon the Sataslhasrik&prajfi&p&ramit~
which, as stated by the
author himself in many places, was conceived
with the view of opposing a Mabiiyena abhidharma to the abhidharma of Kgtyayaniputra.
Maitreya is less known though there can hardly
be any doubt that he occupies in the history of
Indian philosophy no inferior place to Niigarjuna
himself. Still Le was not for a long time considered to be an historical person. This is
partly due to some Chinese sources such as the
"life of Vasubandhu" by Paramartha and the biography of Yuen Chuang which attribute his works
to Asanga, though adding that they were revealed
to him in the Tusita heaven by Bodhisattva Maitreya. But this tradition is contradicted by the
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Tibetan accounts according to which Maitreya is
the author of five S ~ s t r a s , by the internal evidence furnished by many works composed by him,
and by numerous quotations from them to be found
in the treatises of Asadga. The historicity therefore of Maitreya can hardly be doubted now, after
the careful investigation of the subject by Prof.
Ui, who has devoted to the study of this problem
two interesting papers. His views had been supported by me on the authority of two other sources :
the A b hisamayirlarik6r~loka and the commentary by Sthiramati upon the tikg of Vasubandhu
on the Madhyantavibhabga of Maitreya. The fact
is evident that the personality of Maitreya has somehow been eclipsed by the great activity of his
pupil Asanga, who devoted himself to commenting
and elucidating the teachings of his guru and also
by his being identified with the famous Bodhisattva Maitreya with whom a very large literature
is connected, carefully investigated by the Japanese
scholars. But the fact that the master of
Asanga is called Bodhisattva, thus facilitating his
identification with the mythological Maitreya,
llas in itself no value for denying his historical
character, because it is known that all the great
doctors of Mahiiy~na such as Asanga himself,
Niigiirjuna, Dinnaga, Vasubandhu are designated
with this appellative. Moreover it cannot be
overlooked that in the colophon of the Abhisamayalafikiira preserved in its Sanskrit original

and one of the five s ~ s t r a attributed
s
to Maitreya
by the Tibetan tradition, the name of the author
is given as Maitreyaniitha. This form, the antiquity of which is preved by the fact that it occurs
also in the Tibetan translation of the same work
and which is to be found also in the colophon of
the commentary upon the Bhsvasankriinti shows
that though born in a family of worshippers or believers of the Bodhisat tva Mai treya, t he Yoggcsra
master must have been quite different from the
Maitreya of the Mahsyiina scriptures. I n order
to avoid any confusion it is better to call him
Maitreyaniitha, which name has many chances to
be the real one. H e was the recognized guru of
the sampraddya of the Abhisamaya, as ckearly said
by Haribhadra in the introductory verses to theKloka, where Maitreya, Asafiga, ~ a s u b a n ~ h u ,
Bhadanta Vimuktisena and ~ r ~ a ' v i m u k t i s e nare
a
mentioned,
Therquestion whether we must consider Maitreyanstha as a ,historical person or not has not a
mere philological importa.nce,.because it is strictly
connected with that of the first attempt at the
systematisation of Buddhist idealism. Our sources, as we saw, point out that this idealistic tena
anticipated in many Mah~yiinadency, already
siitras, was given a more elaborate shape by Maitreyaniitha and since he was, beyond any doubt,
the master of Asanga, the elder brother of Vasub n d b u , and on the other hand the commentator of
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Niigarjuna, we must place the origin of the
idealistic current, as a system with its own S ~ s t r a a ,
at about the end of 111 century or the beginning
of I V century A.D.
But what are the works attributed to him?
The reply is easy as regards the name of the treatises, but becomes more difficult as regards the extent of the same works. I mean to say that this
difficulty arises from the fact that many of these
works have been handed down to us with commentaries which can hardly be separated from the
&rik~oortion. This fact has been the cause why
the author of the commentary has supplanted the
author of the karikiis, so that all the treatises
in prose and verse have been attributed to a
single person, v i z . , the commentator. I think
that from the material at our disposal we may
draw the conclusion that with almost no exception Maitreyaniitha was the author of the ksrika
portion of the works connected with him by the
Tibetm or Chinese tradition. These kiirikiis were
then commented upon by Asadga according to the
teaching that was imparted to him by the author
himself who had been his guru. That is why there
is such an uncertainty in our sources as regards
the authorship of the works of Maitreyaniitha,
while, on the other hand, from the strict dependence of Asanga on his master we may infer that
Asahga's work, apart from some minor detail,
faithfully represents the early stage of Indian
2

idealism, furfher and substantial progress and
therefore new theories having been inserted in the
school only by the great brother and disciple of
Asanga, viz., Vasubandhu. The kgrikas of Maitreya were of such a kind as to deserve really a
commentary. Without its help they can l~a~rdly
be understood as they 11nve the same conciseness
as the siitras. But, as a matter of fact, his works
were really metrical commentaries upon the Mahayana-siitras, viz., they were chiefly alahkdras. This
is a kind of literary composition peculiar to the
ancient Buddhist schools itnd the existence of
which was illready known to us through a
reference to be found in Subandhil's V~asavadatt8, where the author compares ~iikavadattii
to bauddhasalig3tirn alnfikdrab hiisitam. Here, according to the commentator Narasimlla, alankiira
has the meaning of "Bauddhasiistra." Now the
publication of the Mnhayanasiitralalikiira by Sylvain LBvi and that of the Abhi~a~mayiilarik~ra
by
Stcherbatsky and the ABhisamay%lanksrsloka
by me has put us in a condition to exilctly
understand what an alarikara was. It is an
exegetical work which may be called a commentary, in so far as it explains either a particular
book, as in the case of the Abhisarnayiilankiira, or
a class of boolts, as the Sutr~lnnksra,but it is not
a commentary in the usual sense of the word,
because it does not explain any particular passage
separately taken, but all the siitra or the sotras as
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a whole. Moreover the alalikaras are all in verses
and they enumerate and classify the various topics
contained in the sutras.' I t is evident that the
chief aim of the authors of these alapk8ras was
to bring s3me systematical arrangement in the
clumsy and bulky Mahfiy~natreatises and, while
formulating a new system, to support their claim
that the .new ideas were all concealed in these
venerable texts. This is not the place to discuss
how far they succeeded and how much the siitras
can be believed to contain all the complex doctrines
that Maitreyanfitha attributes to them. But the
fact remains that these alankiiras can rightly be
considered as the link between the Mahsygnasiitras and the new philosophy of the Yog~cBra.
Another conclusion seemc to derive itself from the
study of these alankiiras, oiz., that they needed
a commentary. Perhaps they are to be considered
only as versus memoriales, the exact counterpart
of the orthodox philosophical siitras, in which the
topics were concisely arranged that the masters
developed in their teachings to the pupils. In fact
the kkikss of the SiitrBlanhra as well as those of
the AbhisamayMankgra, would hardly be intelligible
without a commentary. T h s implies that before
the compilation of these commentaries they were
explained viva V O C ~by the guru. T h s fact which
was noted by Liiders as regards some fragments
from Central Asia belonging to the same type of
literature is quite confirmed by the tradition which

12
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asserts in our case that Maitreya was the author
of the kiirikas, while Asanga received from him
the instruction about them and then, accordingly
composed or rather compiled his commentaries
upon them. Sometimes he seems also to have only
preserved orally the explanations of his guru and
to have, then, transmitted them to Vasubandhu
who subsequently wrote them down as expounded
to him by Asanga. Such was perhaps the case of
the Vajracchedikap~rarnitii~ii,
stra. I n fact, according to I Tsing, Asanga received from Maitreya
the kerikes of eighty verses only and then Vasubandhu commented upon them. The same happ e n 4 with the Madhysntavibhaga because from
the commentary upon it by Sthiramati it does not
appear that Asanga did effectively write a commen-.
tary upon it, but only that he explained the
kiirikas of Maitreya to his younger brother.
If what I have said is right, it seems that we
have to see in the alahk3ras and cognate works
the Buddhist correspondent of the Brahminical
siitras which were being written almost at that
same time. The Buddhists do not seem in fact
to have known the siitras-style; the only examples
of books written in siitras are the Sataiastra of
Aryadeva, the pupil of N~gBrjuna,and the Nyayabindu of Dharmakirti. Instead of the siitras we
have alarikaras or allied metrical summaries .which,
may be considered as the model of the k s r i k ~ sof
Vasubandhu or of those of Diriniiga and Dharma-
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kir ti, which are equally hardly intelligible without
a running commentary.
But what are the works of Maitreyalniitha]
which we may now consult' if we want to
know the main features of his system and to put
him in his proper place in the general development
of Buddhist philosophy ?
( a ) Abhisamay~larikara, or according to its
full title pa ficavi~iati-praj&ip~ramitopadeda-abhisamayalalikara-iastram. The work, unknown to the
Chinese translators, but preserved in a Tibetan
version is still extant in Sanskrit. The text has been
recently edited by Th. Stcherbatsky; but, as it is
almost incomprehensible, a commentary is needed.
Fortunately this commentary exists. I t is the
Abhisamay&lankiiraloka by Haribhadra, one of the
books most studied in the monasteries of Tibet,
where Buddhist learning is still alive. This huge
work which embodies also the kiirikiis of Maitreya
is being edited by me in its Sanskrit original and
will be out within two or three months. Haribhadra's work sheds a great light upon the most
abstruse points of Yogaciira philosophy and upon the
yoga and meditative process of the Buddhist schools.
It is at the same time a commentary upon the
Astas&hasrik~prajfi~p~ramit&
and it includes very
irnpor tant abstracts from his predecessors, chiefly
from Bhadanta Vimuktisena and Arya Vimuktisena. Considering the a n t i q ~ i t yand the importance of the Abhisamay~lankiiraand its difficulty

I thought that the discovery of the works of the
predecessors of Haribhadra could have helped us
very much in understanding the position of
Maitreyan~thaand therefore, during my stay in
Nepal, I tried my very best to recover them. I t was
impossible to find any trace of Bhadanta Vimoktisena's work but I was lucky enough to bring back
the Abhissmay~labkiiravy~khy%
of Xrya Vimuktisena. I n this way one of the most important
works of Buddhist mysticism stands now before
us with two of the moat authoritative commentaries which will help us to understand the text,
the knowledge of which is necessary even for entering the complex theories of Buddhist Tantras.
(b) Mah%y%nasiitrslan
kgra,' edited by Sylvain
LBvi. The karikas only belong to Maitreya and
the commentary to Asaliga, or, if we are to follow
other sources, to Vasubandhu. Since this text
is known to Sanskritists I do not need to insist
upon it.
(C) Madhysntavibhsga, or
Madhyiinta-vi bhwga. It is one of the most important, if
not the most important, works of Maitreya,
because it explains and discusses problems
of more philosophical interest than the other
treatises. The Chinese Canon has preserved
a translation of the kiirikiis and one of
the commentaries by Vasubandhu. The Tibetan
bsTan-agyur contains the kLri kls, the comrnmtary by Vasubandhu and the tike on this by
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Sthiramati. Even in this case, Nepal has delivered us again one of his treasures. I n fact I
brought back a copy of thie unique work; it is
unfortunately fragmentary but by the combined
efforts of myself and of Vidhu~ekharafhstri it is
hoped to be restored completely in its Sanskrit
original form. The first chapter is to come out
shortly and it is expected that this treatise will
shed a great light upon the Yogacar-a school before
the definite elaboration of Vasubandhu. Sthiramati
always follows the piirviicli~yas and was therefore blamed by K'uei-chi for his reproducing old
theories.
Among the works lost in Sanskrit we must
quote here :
(d) D harmad harmatsvib hadga, preserved only
in Tibetan with a commentary bp Vasubandhu.
(e) Mahiiysna-uttaratantra which the Tibetan
tradition. ascribes to Maitreya, while the Chinese
tradition ascribes it to Saramati or Sthiramati.
According to Professor Ui, who has strongly
supported the view that Maitreya is an historical
person, even the Yoga:aryabllfimiGistra is by
Maitreya. This ~ta~tement
seems to be contradicted, it is true, by the colophon to be found in
the Tibetan translation which attributes the work
to Asabga. But we may oppose t'o the Tibetan
sources the fact that Yuan Chwang in the Si yu
ki attributes this enormous treatise in one hundred
volumes to Maitreya [niitha] . His statement is

supported by Asariga himself who in his liryapravacanabh%!ya refers to that book of his guru
s s the source from which he took the inspiration
and the materials for his new Biistra. Perhaps
the solution of the problem is to be found in a
conciliation between the two opposite views.
I mean to 0a.y that it is quite possible that in this
case also we are confronted with a k%rik%portion
written or dictated bp Maitreya and a commentary written by his foremost pupil. Whatever
the case may be there is no doubt that this 60ok
is to the Yogiiciira philosophy that which the
Jfianaprasth~nais to the iibhidharmikas or the
Mah%prajliaparamit%B;istrato the M ~ d h y a mkas.
i
It states the way of the Bodhisattva along the
seventeen bhiimis or stages; hence its other name
SaptadaBa-bhiimisastra under which it is also
known. But its real name was Yoga-carysbhiimissstra and certainly not YogficiiryabhlimiOstra as the Chinese rendering suggests, based
as it is on a wrong etymology and division of the
samBsn. The Tibetan rendering " spyod " leaves
but little doubt that we have to read caryii
and not Rciirya. If we want to be acquainted
with the fundamental tenets of the Yogsciira,
we must evidently start from the study of this
text and now t h e Sanskrit material at our disposal,
I mean the Abhisamay~lank%ra,the Siitr~lankara,
the Madhy~ntavibhanga, and the Bodhissttvabhfimigastre, which is related to the school, have
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fortunately put us in a condition to undertake a
successful investigation of this book.
The result of all these investigations is tllcrefore that Mai treya [niitha] is quite different from
the mythical Bodhisattva Maitreya in w h o ~ elegend
the messianic ideas of the Iranian pcoplc most
probably havc crept and who plays such ii pirrt
in the apocalyptical and prophetical literature of
M a h a y ~ n a . Mai treya[n~tha] was an historical
master who must be credited with thc first systematisation of the Yog~c:iraphilosophy. The study
of Indian Idealism must therefore begin with his
works. And then it will be realized how great is
the place that he occupies in the general evolution
of Indian philosophy. I t is not therefore strange
if the question of Maitreya has now become one of
the foremost problems upon which Uuddhologists
are engaged.
But what are, then, the fundamental ideas
f
and the main principles of the doctrine
Maitreya[niitha] ? w c shall study this point in
our next lecture.

THE FlJNDAMENTAL T H E O R I E S O F
MAITREYA [NBTHA]
Millat arc the main features of the system of
Mait 2 ya or Maitreyanstha.? When we examine
his works we cannot fail to notice a general and
flwdamelltal characteristic common to all. 1
mean the attempt for the conciliation of the various tendencies existent in Buddhism. I t is a fact
that whatever might have been the relations between Hinayana and Mahiiyiina, as regards the
religious and the practical side of the question, an
undeniable antagonism is to be found in the doctrines preached by the most characteristic texts of
the two currents. Leaving aside the Pratyekabuddha-yana, which had a purely theoretical and
dogmatical value, the fact is evident that between the monastic ideal represented .by the arhatship and that of the bodhisattva there was a gulf.
And there was also a gulf in many other points
concerned with the dogmatical aspect of the religion and with those speculative elements in it,,
which, in a country like India, always interested
in the philosophical side of the things, were to
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play such an important part in the general history
of Indian miud. Mah~yana-sutras were equally
considered as having been revealed by Buddha
himself, but the difference and even the contradiction between the two quite divergent outlooks
of life, ideals, practices and doctrines was soon
felt. Bitter quarrels were going on among the
followers of the various schools; of these quarrels
we find traces in the figure of Mahadeva, in the
prophecies about the decline of the law contained in
the Mahsysnist Mahaparinirvapasutras and perhaps in the legend itself connected with the death
of N~gsrjuna, which seeins to hide with miraculous embellishments the tradition that he cornmiffed suicide. W e learn in fact from the Chinese
and Tibetan sources that he was accused by the
Sravakas, that is the followers of Hinayiina, to have
forged the Mah~praj
fiapiiramit~,which he was said
to have received from the Nagas. This legend
deserves a closer investigation as it is quite possible that Nagarjuna was something more than
a simple commentator of the ~rajfia. But anyhow he is equally hostile to the Hinayanists
and their greatest interpreters as he was to
the Tirthikas. Some texts tried to solve the
apparent contradiction between Hinayana and
iMah8yiina teacbings by having recourse to the
able theory of the double truth, the wmvlti-satya
and the pa~umiirtha-satyawhich was soon grafted
on the other doctrine, characteristically Mahay~na,

of the upsyakaufialatii of the Buddha and th7e
fundamental variety of the beings, which. impuea
that if the doctrine is really to be effective it must
be preached quite in accordance with the moral
and intellectual abilities of the various creatures
to whom it is expounded. Later on a new doctrine was also elaborated according to which the
different siitras were spoken by Buddha in three
or even in five differenbttimes. I t is evident that in
all these cases we are confronted with attempts at
giving full currency, within the large compass of
Buddhism, as a whole, to the most discordant
views. It is also quite clear that such conciliatory steps were chiefly taken by the adherents of
the Mah~yanaat a very early time, since the
E k a y ~ n atheory, as opposed to the Three-y~nas
theory, had already been enunciated in some of the
oldest Mahsyiina siitras such as the Saddharmapundarika.
But, if it was relatively easy to assert thia
theory of the Ekayaoa, it was certainly difficult
to combine in a logical way all practical,
dogmatical, mystical and theological *tenets
representing the main 'characteristic of the
two schools. This was attempted by Maitreya[ n ~ t h a ] in the ~fitralankiira and chiefly in
the Abhisamayiilanlriira, where the Hinayiinaas well as the Mahiiyana-caryd are coinbined
in the abhisamayn, that is the mystical ascension
towards the supreme realisation. There is a
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continuous process and progress, anupzirvi, 60 that
the supreme moment is to be reached gradually,
krameno. Unfortunately we are not yet in a condition to state how far Maitreya was original in
building up his system, which contains things
that are not to be found in the extant mystical
Buddhist literature anterior to him. But the fact
is undeniable that he has succeeded in elaborating
one ol the most imposing mbnuments of Indian
mysticism. He had before him the prajfiiip8r~mita-literature, which, it appears to us, is overloaded with repetitions and contains nothing more
than the principle of voidness of everything,
sarva6iinyata. This doctrine is formulated in all
psaible ways and with such a length of detail
and particulars as there can hardly be, it seems, a
Iwork less interesting reading than this.
Now all
the contents of the Prajfi~pBramitB in 25,000
Blokas, viz., the P a ~ c a v i ~ 6 a t i s ~ h a s r i k ~ - p r a j i 5 ~
piiramita have been catalogued and classified in
such a way-as
to include all the successive
moments of the carye of the Buddhist in a
logical series. We are no longer in a condition
to determine how far this implied meaning
of the Prajfia-literature was due to Maitreyanatha or if he has codified in his alabkgra
anterior traditions of exegesis of the same text.
The thing is not improbable, because I hardly
know of any book written in India, which does not
possess a much deeper and more pregnant meaning

than what appears at first sight. Nor can we
forget that these texts, which perhaps were not
much older than Nagarjuna himself, could scarcely
have been written in such a language if they had
not to convey a more coherent meaning than the
literal one. This at least has always been the
general case in -India. But I do not dare to
advance any solution of the problem until further
material is available. It is quite evident anyhow
that after the publication of this work with his
commentaries and after the study of the Maheprajfi&plamit888stra by NBggrjuna, the investigatioil of the prajfi8-literature must be taken up
again and then it will be found that these texts
contain or at least they were generally supposed
to contain a deeper, wider and more interesting.
meaning than what we have up to now attributed
t o . them.
The Paficavim8atis&hasrik8-prajGaparamitii and the A&astihasrik&-prajfiiiparamits
are now divided into eight items which classify
the process of meditation of those who have
entered the marga from the preparatory and
introductory moments of the adhikarmika up to the
dharmaksya. The fundamental moments of this
process are represented by the trisarvaj8atir, viz.,
.the three-fold omnisci'ence, the sarvajfiat%,simple
omniscience of the drevakas and pmtyeka buddhas;
the mci.rgajriatii belonging to the bodhisattvas, and
the sarviikiirajriatii, the complete wisdom of the
Buddha, which represents the final goal of the
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way. While all the topics of tile prajiiii, arc said
to be seventy, the moments of the sarvajfiata are
one hundred and seventy-three.
But this world which displays itself before our
mind in the process of meditation is not real.
According to this sys tem, the prajfidpdrarnitdnaya
is sarvadharrna-nairii lmya-dyotnka, as Haribhadr;i
comments, echoing the ipsisissima verba of the
68stra; the three dhstus of existence are in fact
non-existent, but adhydropita, the result of an
unreal assumption. When we speak of an object
we must remember that every visayasthili is
nothing else but a mere moment of our consciousness, aamvedana. The process of meditation leading to mok8a is based upon two moments, one
positive and another negative, the paksa and the
prrrtipa kaa corresponding to iiyd-vyaya, viz., aidhi
and n i ~ e d h a the
, two possible ways through which
our mind realizes itself in its function. But
these two moments have only a conventional and
relative existence, not a real one. The process and
progress of meditation towards the naraakiirajriota
is realised through a successive series of kfaws,
instants, which are nothing else but the provisory
support of the immediately following one. This
support-instant, glambana, is but the idea that at
a particular moment develops in our mind from
mind itself, without any relation whatever with
;
an independent object; this is the ~ k a r a iilambanaprakiira eu(jkaj-ab ; sa~vinni8thdca visayarthitib.

Everything is true in the very morrlent in which
it is thought, but it will not be so in the next
instant ; when we are really progressing, a new
~ k a r a will take the place of the former and it
will he i b mistake if there happens to be any
attachment to it, abhinioeda. E.g., for the
dravaka there is something real called riipa which
has the characteristic of rBpatbd, being subject to
decay, and therefore the ekara under which it
appears is that of the anitya, impermanence.
But for the bodhisattva the glambana will be just
the altitya and the ~ k a r a of it will be the
annbhiniveln, unattachment; but even this has the .
mere value of a pratipakea, negation of the previous
instant, because whatever is affirmed or denied is
a vikelpa or an abhisamskiira, necessary of course
for the purpose of meditation, abhisamskiirarna n t a r w a hhavaltanupapatteh (p. 53), but devoid
in fact of any reality. Because we cannot say that
riipa either is or i s not, in as much s s it is iiifiyn
and the S m y a is devoid of any qualification, is
animitta. I n fact the ilbsolilte that Maitreyanatha calls tattva as well as dharmatii is something
in which there is nothing that can be specified or
which can specify; no subject as well s s no object
is init; it is lakgyalak~anavinirmukta. A dharma
whatsoever cannot be defined either i n se or having
1-egard to otlher things, either in its peculiar aspects
or in its genus ; it is svasii m i i n y a l a k ~ a ~ a ~ ~ a h i t a ,
because every lakeana i s only prajgapti, ideation
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and ideation is nothing but dkolpa, whib the
reality, the d h a m a t d , is avacyata, beyond words.

nigedho 'bhinivebader hetur yanatrayaptaye 1128
riipdyiiyavyayau visthiisthit~ prajaepty aviicyata 1
riP%d%v
asthitis tesiirp tadbhiiveniisvabhavat81129
tayor mithah svabh%vatvam tadanityadyasamsthit* I
tiissm tadbhiiva8iinyatvaqf mithab sviibh8vyam
- etayoh 030
anudgraho yo . dharmsniim tan nimittssamikBa43am I

So, in this book, the idealistic tenets which
will be developed in a more systematics1 way
by the followers of Maitreya, have been inserted
into the frame of the mystic ascension of the
saint; but speculation has only a secondary place
here and the real object of the Alankiira is to
propose a manual of yoga, combining the manifold tendencies, moments or aspects of Buddhist
mysticism; all the various elements of the
different caryiis are united and harmonised
here. We have the theory of the b hamis and
that of the dhyana, that of the samapatti and that
b

4

of the Bamatha and vipa8yana. But each one hss
been given its proper place, so that a logical and
coherent continuity develops out of these occasionally heterogeneous materials and the path is shown
that leads the p~atipannake to the highest perfection through successive stages. As it is, therefore, the Abhisamayglankara may be considered
as the Buddbi~t counterpart of the Brahminical
Yogasiitras and there is no doubt, according to me,
that this text brings new materials for the study of
the relation between the classical yoga as represented by the sfitras of Patafijali and the Buddhist
my~ticismof Yogdciira. It cannot be denied that
the two systems agree in many points and, while
representing different aspects of the monistic
idealism of India, both of these considered the
ultimate truth dependent on our inner realization
of the same, subjected the mystical process of
meditation to an analysis which does not find its
counterpart in any other literature and very often
agreed even in the terminology they used. Another
conclusion seems to be derived from the study of
the system of the Maitreyanatha, v i z , that this
yoga, this mental process that he s o thoroughly
analyses, is quite Indian in itself. Prof Sylvain
LBvi already suggested that it is quite possiule that
a man from Gandhara, as Asanga was, had accepted
foreign elements when bu,lding up his system.
He pointed out that perhaps the great importance
that the theory of the savkleia and vyavadanu
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plays in the school of Aemige is a derivation from
Manicheism,.and he added that when we examine
the dharma-system as expounded by Asahga, we
c a ~ o but
t be reminded of the intelligibles of the
Neoplatonic School. I can hardly believe that.
The dukla and asita karmas are to be found
in the oldest records of Buddhism and the dharmaWtheory can be well explaixied with the
indigenous elements that were at.( work in the
country. The process of Indian speculation consists in finding out that absolute reality which is
beyond the eternal flux of contingent experience,
but at the.same time is the ultimate reason of it.
This reality only is, while things become.Buddhism also formulating the principle of uiinyatii
or that of d h a n a a , renouncing its original pluralism, finds its way to monism.
Mysticism cannot but be monistic, and the
system of Maitreya is chiefly mystic : knowledge of facts, tarka, drutujfilina, are all necessary,
but. beyond them there must be the inner realization of the truth. The scope of his doctrine
and his mystical practice is not tarka (SntralamE r a I, 12) because by tmka we can reach only
particular and incomplete knowledge, not the experience which is derived from the possession, as it
mere, of the thing itself (dhamasya praptir, pratyiitmam-vimuktijfi6nam,
v . Asatiga ad Siitriil.,
I, 16). But even if I am not inclined to see any
trace of foreign ideas in the mystical and philosophi-
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cal system of Maitreya[n%tha] and if, on the
contrary, it appears to me to be purely Indian,
this does not imply that I deny any trace of external influence on the literature that Maitreyanatha
had at hand and commented upon. I have
expressed elsewhere my opinion about Amitiibha
Maitreya, and Ajita Maitreya, who by his very
name, reminds u s of Inuictus Mithra; to me it
seems also to be almost certain that the Prajfi%-literature has preserved traces of foreign elements.
This is quite evident because the prajriii is not
perhaps so old as it was generally supposed. There
is for instance a passage in the Aatasahasrikii
whch deserves our attention. I t is said there :
i m e aatp~ramitiEpratisa~yukt@z siitrantls tathagatas y atyay ena d a k s i ~ ~ p a t hpracarie
e
yanti; dak?iqdpathilt punar eva vartanydm pracari8yanti ; vart a n y ~ hpunar uttarapathe praca,risyanti (p. 225).
This seems to imply that the prajriii was elaborated
first in the south and from there .it was introduced
into the east and then into the north. Haribhadra
identifies the north with China, which theory was
perhaps reasonable at a time when the intercourse
between Buddhist India and China was frequent,
but can hardly be acceptable when we refer to the
very time in w h c h the piiramitii was compiled.
I cannot dissociate this passage of the Astas~hasrikii from the tradition according to which Niigsrjuna, the man who introduced the Prajiia-literature
into India and had it revealed from the Nagas, is
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regarded a0 a man hailing from the South. Of
course it is difficult at the present stage of our
studies to advance any hypothesis, but it is quite
possible that he was something more than the
simple discoverer of the P r a ~ f i ~ The
.
Tibetan
tradition knows of some Hinay~nistswho accused
him of having forged the sacred texts. At any rate
the prajfi8, as it is, goes back to a time in which
there was a very great interchange of culture
betpreen India and other countries.
If we pass to the second book, viz., the
Madhy~ntavibhangaor Madhyantavibh~ga,as it is
in the Nepalese manuscript, we find the philosophical part of the system expounded with more detail.
The technicalities. of thespath of meditation do not
take the upper hand, but tlhe prominent part is here
given to the dogmatical and metaphysical aspects
of the system. The name itself of the book deserves our notice. I t is madhtjdntn and not mcdhya,
rnika or rnadhyamaka as the doctrine of Niigiirjuna
was called. That the title of the book must have
been chosen on purpose is proved by the fact that it
appears as being characteristic of the school.
So we know another treatise ?tttributed to
Asanga and now preserved in Chinese, which is
I t embodies a
called Madhyiintanusa raiastra.
commentary on the first ksrikfis of the M&dhyamikasfistras of Nlggrjuna. The difference is not,
so at least it seems to me, of words only. I t
corresponds to a diversity of position as regards

some fundamental points. In fact, according to
Nsgarjuna, the madhyamii pratipat is neither
a h a t i o n nor negation :

I n fact dharmas atre neither existent nor nonexistent, because they are BOnya in so far as they
are pratityasamutpanndh ; and this 6iinyata itself
cannot be said to be sat, because any aflirmation
is the effect of uikalpa, so that Btinya can only
be considered as the necessary implication of
the logical antinomy of all dharmas. Siinya is
therefore the consequence of the prasahga, but it
cannot become a gra ha, because it would then be
a d p t i ; and, as is known, dreti is always in the
plane of avidyd. For Maitreya things stand in a
different way ; the SfinyatR becomes for him the
dharmatii and this dharmatd is sat in so far as
it represents the ens realissimum of the dharmas,
but it is also asat, non-existent in so far as it denotes
or rather it consists in the negation or in the
privation of the dvaya, viz., subject and object,
griihya and griihaka, always inherent in the
contingent experience ; therefore, if we follow
the definition of Stbiramati, it is real and unreal
yat i a n y a ~sat, yena iB ltyam asat.
This point has bcen summarized in his usual
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concid way by Maitreya himeelf in the second
k6rikH of the book of which we are now speaking :

Abhiitaparikalpo ' s t i ; d v a y a p t a t m na vidyate ;
Siinyatii vidyate tatra ; tasycim api sa vidyate.
which literally translated means : " The unreal
imagination is ; dudlity does not exist in it, but
voidness exists in it and it also ( v i z . , the unreal
imaginatioh) exists in this (viz., the voidness)."
Let us try to understand the meaning of t h i ~
khrikfi, whicb embodies the fundamental tenets
of the book, according to the traditional interpretation as handed down to Vasubandhu by Asanga
and expc~undedin detail by Sthlramati .
This author of. the tika gives various interpretations of t he passage here concerned, but, though
thy-differ in some small points, there is no doubt
that they agree as regards the general feature of
the doctrine expounded by Maitreya.
The first statement contained in the ksrika is
meant to refute the extremist point of view of
those Buddhists who denied any existence of a
dharma, sarvadharmadtinya. This is an apavada
and an anfa and therefore it can haldly be considered as the right doctrine. If everything is Siinya
it would be in fact impossible to strive after liberation ; therefore he says a b hiitaparikalpo 'sti.
Here. ab hiitaparikalpa consists in the wrong
assumption of the existence and essence of
objects which are not self-existent and therefore

are not in a condition of being perceived by a
subject, in as much as they are mere vijfi%n%bhasa,
phantasms of our mind. These abhiitaparikalpas
are represented by an endless series of mental
states which have no beginning, but will end with
the nirvana and are said therefore to correspond
to the process of the sams8ra. They are related
to one another is a relation of cause and effect,
and extend over the three dh8t~ls and the three
times : atztiiniigatavartamiin6 hetuphalabhWis
traidhatukii
aniidikclikii
nirv6~aparyavasiinii
sa~siiriinuriipi@as cittacaitasika
nirviieseniib h~taparikalpbh. But this abhiitapa?lkalpa is in
fact devoid of any content, though vis'esar%pena it
appears as dvaya, subject and object, because this
duality does not exist in it. There is no perceiver
or perceived in it, it is in a. condition of pure
existence devoid of any qualification. It is
gra hyagrithakatvarahita~ vastumdtram. Therefore the Biinyata exists in the abhiitaparikalpa ;
and, if we are to follow the commentators,
Biinyats is to be taken here in the sense of grshvagrahakarahitata, absence of subject and object,
that is, as pure negation.
This statement is
intended to refute the theory of those who did not
addit the existence* of the voidness and at the
same time to maintain the possibility of the practice of the vyavadBna purification or suppression
of a ~ i d y i and
i klebas, because were we not to admit
the existence of the siinyat~,there would be no
E
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support, iilambana, to meditation so that ic would
be impossible to proceed in the way of liberation.
But, then, if the iiinyata, that is the ultimate
truth and the essence of everything, be existent
and in the very abhiitaparikalpa, the necessary
implication would be that m o k ~ a is at hand
so that it could be attained by anybody without
any eft'ort. Moreover this Biinyata said to be
in the abhiitaparikalpa is not evident nor is it
perceived. There must therefore be something
which precludes its view. I n order to solve these
difficulties Maitreya adds that the abhritaparikalpa
or wrong ideation resides in it, which comes
to saying that the Sfinyatii is d7rfa covered or
klista,
.. infected by the abhiitaparikalpo just as the
ether is pure by its nature but is covered or
defiled by dust. So the Siinyatq being covered by
the abhiitaparikalpa is not evident and manifest ;
this does not imply that it is non-existent. It
must be realized through a process of purification
vyavadfiaa which takes place in the carys or conduct as already described according to the other
treatise of Maitreya. In conclusion, according
to Maitreya, as it is well established by his commentators, two things are sat, exist, the abhatapnrikalpa or wrong ideation and the sOnyat6 or
dharnzatct of things, and these two are intimately
related to each other. It appears to me that
though this doctrine also is called the -doctrine of
the middle-path still there is much difference with
5

the system as propounded by N~giirjuna. For
Niigarjuna things are existent according to the
savvrtisa t y a , but non-existent from the parsmartha point of view. W e cannot say that they
are or that they are not. But for Maitreya two
things exist, as we saw, wrong ideation as well as
gfinyatii. Niigsrjuna, as I pointed it out before,
does not say that Sfinya is sat but, which is rather
different, that all dharmas are Siinya, void. For
N~giirjuna the voidness of dharmas has chiefly a
logical significance. For Mai trey a it acquires an
ontological value. I t is the dharmatg, it is sat
because Sfinya has not only a negative sense, it is
not only yena Biinyap, but it is also yat 85nyam.
As Sthiramati says-using an example that was
largely employed by the Ved~ntists,but which
is also to be found in our text and in the cornmentary on the Blambanaparikgii by D i d n ~ g a ,
the rope is Siinya, is void, as to the shape of snake
that it may take under certain circumstances, but
it is not Siinya in itself. Rujja tPnyd sarpatvahhavefia tatsaabhdvatvdbhavat sarvakiilam finyij
aa tzc rajjwrvabh.a~ma. This is a fundamental
point of difference between NBgarjuna and Maitreya, while the CO-existencethat Maitreya admits
of the abhiitaparikalpa and of the ifinyatii or
dharmatii strongly reminds us of the theory of the
M a h ~ y a n a Sraddhotpddaiacistra which equally
asserts the CO-existence of avidyd and the citta.
This comes to saying that the error is existent szcb
C
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specie aeternitatie just as the dhmadi. ' This
is unchangeable i n se, but is covered by wrong
ideation. When this wrong ideation is suppressed if shnes again in its purity. But the
abhiilaparika lpa also, though it can be suppressed,
is real, because, being anctdikiila, the realization
of the finyatd is only possible through it and
because the suppression of this wrong ideation
is to be referred to a particular s a n t ~ n a individual
,
flux, only, while the santcinas have no limit in
space or time.
Prom what we have said it is evident that by
the works of Maitreya our knowledge of early
Yog~csrasystem and its relation to other schools
of thought is greatly benefited.

THE BEGINNING O F BUDDHIST LOGIC
AND THE LOGICAL THEORIES O F
MAITREY 4[NiSTHA] AND

ASANGA

Recent studies have shown the great importance of Buddhist logical theories and the great
place that they occupy in the general evolution of
Indian speculation. Without discussing here the
problem whether Buddhist logic is prior to
Brahminical logic, it cannot be denied that BuddEist thinkers tried to solve some of the fundamental
problems of philosophy such as that of the sources
and validity of our knowledge' or that of the relation between subject and object with snch a depth
and originality as to anticipate in many points
views expounded in recent times by Western
thinkers. Unfortunately the works of the great
masters in which these systems were elaborated
have been swept away from India, with so many
other monuments of Buddhist thought, so that we
are obliged, when we want to get a clear idea of
their doctrines from Sanscrit sources, to have recourse to the quotations and criticism to be found
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in the Brahminical as well as in the Jaina
dogmatical treatises. Many of these treatises owe
their origin to the necessity, very early felt in nonBuddhist circles, of refuting the doctrines expounded by the Buddhist Bcaryas and which, if accepted, would have meant a complete overthrow of the
fundamental principles upon which Brahminical
as well as Jaina systems were based. It is evident .therefore that all these treatises are polemical and, as a rule, they belonged to a time when
the antagonism between Buddhists and nonBuddhists was very strong. So that it is not
always very easy to get an exact or unbiassed exposition of the theories held by the Buddhist
doctors and it is much to be regretted that, even
supposing that their ideas have always been exactly quoted and interpreted, we are confronted
with mere fragments from which it is difficult to
deduce a coherent idea of their system as a whole.
Nor can we forget that there is some doubt even
as regards the real attribution of the various doctrines to the different schools. Sometimes we find
them attributed to the Sautriintikas, sometimes
to the Vijfiiinavadins, elsewhere to the Yoggcfhra.
If we cannot identify the authors or even the
school from which these quotations are supposed
to have been taken, it is evident how difficult
must be the reconstruction of the general logical
and epistemological theories as expounded by the
Buddhist acaryas during a period of about ten
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centuries. On the other hand,'it is also clear that
if we are 'in a condition to know exactly what were
the doctrines of the Buddhist writers there refuted,
it would be easier for us -to .underatand their
critics. So if we take a siigIe instance, the N ~ H yavarttika by Uddyotakara, which is a criticism
of the system of aihnaga, can better be interpreted
even in the minutest detail, if the complete system
of the great Buddhist philosopher be better known.
In
- fact, those - who have a direct knowledge,of the
PramBnasamuccaya or of theNy~yamukha,the two
principal works by Dinnaga, can realize how the
Nygyav~rttika is interspersed with quotations
from these two works. unfortunately Dibnsga's
treatises seem to have been lost i n India. And
there is some reason for this, because, as soon
as Dharmakirti commented upon his works. in
the Pramenavsrttika and corrected his maskr in
many points, marking upon him an undeniable
advance, the logical system of Dinniiga acquired
an historical interest more than a living one:
The attention of the Jaina and of the Brahminical philosophers was attracted by the criticism of
Dharmakirti, who had completed and perfected the
views of his predecessors and represented the
h ghest personality in the evollltion of Buddhist
logic. That is why after Dharmaklrti the doctrines of Dinniiga are only occasionally referred to,
passages eventually cited from his treatiqees being
only those already known, as having been quoted
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and refuted by the older philosophers such as
Uddyotakara, Vidy iinandi, V~caspati This implies
that new commentators or polemical writers took
these passages from their predecessors, but did not
have access to the text itself.
Of Dharmakirti we have, as is known, the
Ny~yabindu,a short resume in stitra-form of the
main points of his logical theories commented upon
by one of his most renowned interpreters, Dharmottara. But I hear that in the Jaina bh&p&irs
which gave us recently that wonderful book which
is the Tattvasarigra ha, another work has been found.
I mean the Hetubindu of the same author which
was known sa far only through its Tibetan translation. Some leaves of the same work containing a commentary on it have been found in Nepal
and are now with me. From Nepal I brought
also a leaf only of the Pramanav~rttika of
Dharmakirti, containing the beginning of the first
Pariccheda, and some pages of the commentary
upon the same work by Devendrabuddhi of which
we have a voluminous Tibetan translation in
the bsTan-agyur. The page of the text is in
Maithili characters and it shows that when the
Mohamedan invasion compelled the pandits to
take shelter in Nepal, the book of Dharmakirti was still studied in India, though
his system had already been summarized in
simpler and more handy treatises by a lot of
logicians who do not add very much, so far as I

.
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osn judge from the texts that I have read, to the
theory of' their great predecessor. So that, if we
donot take into consideration all these subsequent nnibandhakdras or commentators, who do
not mark any substantial' progress in the field
of 'logical speculation, but are mere compilers,
such as Moksakaragupts, Jitsri, etc., we.
must admit that the most constructive and
bdlliant period of Buddhist, a n d , I should say,
~f Indian logic begins with Dinnaga and ends
with Dharmakirti. This period which covers
about two centuries was one of the most active
ones for Buddhist thinkers. There were' large
schools of logic flourishing all over India and
even in Central Asia, where Yuan Chuang w a s
engaged in logical discussions and Dharmagupta
explained TarkaSBstras in the monasteries of
Kuchs. Problems of formal logic and epistemology were the subject of lively controversy in the
monasteries and in the ~ n i v e r sties.
i
All this is proved by the fact that Dharmakirti, though the greatest of all, was not himself
the author of t h o s novelties that we find in his
system, as compared with that of Diliniiga. There
was between him and his great predecessor a long
series of masters who elaborated those doctrines
that, on account of the scarcity of sources, we were
before inclined to attribute to him. The names
even of these masters are now unknown to us,
but two at least can be rehrded here. One i!s
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SaiikarasvBmin, the author oi the Nyayapravda,
which has also been recovered from the
daina bhiindks and was sometimes attributed
to Dinniiga, but certainly wrongly. Not o d y ,
in fact, the Chinese tradition, handed down to
u's by such a well informed writer as Yuan
Chuang, clearly attributes the treatise to
Sankarasvamin, but also, as can be perceived by
anybody who compares this book with the
works of Dinniiga,, such as the Pramiiqasamuccaya or the Nyayamukha there is a
great rnatabhedu between the two works, as
rega;ds the classification of the p a h 8 b hasps
and the hetvabhiisas which are more in Nyiiyapraveha than in all the works of Dinniiga.
That we are confronted witb a new stage of the
logical theories, which was the outcome of the
speculative activity of the immediate followers of
Dirin~ga,is proved, I think, by the fact that the
more complex classification of the Ny~yaprave6a
has been pekerved, but also part1y re-elaborated
by Dharmakirti, and that traces of it can be
found in some other philosophical works belonging to the same time, which show the same logical
scheme as that book and indicate therefore the
ureat
influence exercised by the system of
0
Didn~ga and further development made by his
disciples. This is not the place to discuss and
much less to solve the problem whether this
Sankaragv~min, though called Bodhisattva by the
6
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Chinese translator, was a Buddhist or rather if he
is to be identified with the VaiSesika master
Sankarasv~min quoted by Kamalalila, but the
fact remains that the cla,ssification of the
~bhiisas,as expounded in that book, corresponds
almost exactly to the lists on the same
subject to be found in other works, such as
the M~tharavrtti, the Pramiinanirpayn. and
the Kiivyiilabkiira. This fact is worth noticing,
not only because it gives us some sure hint for
determining the probable time in which the
works referred to were compiled, but also because
it indicates the great influence exercised by
Buddhist centers upon logical theories generally
accepted by thinkers and diirhanikas during the time
that intervenes between Diliniiga and Dharma,kirti. These doctrirnes seem to have received
further elaboration by another philosopher,
I ~ v a r a k ~ nwho
a , is cited in Tibetan sources as
the master of Dharmakirti. Mention of him is
made in some leaves from nyiiya-works recovered
in Nepal which support, therefore, the validity of
the Tibetan tradition. Nor call we forget the
commentary of K'uei-chi, the pupil of Yuen
Chuang, who wrote down the explanations on the
NySyapraveSa as orally made by his master,
because this book gives also a fairly good idea of
the great logical activity that took place in. India
about the time of the travel of the great Chinese
pilgrim and shows that many of the theories that
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seemed to appear for the first time in the Nyiiyabindu were in fact the result of a long elaboratioll
that Dharmakirti completed with great originality, no doubt, but also following in many places
the foot prints of his predecessors.
So that the fact seems well ascertained that the
whole of the period which begins with Didnaga and
ends with.Dharmakirti was the most powerful and
original so far as logical and epistemological
theories are concerned in the entire course of the
evolution of Buddhist thought. W e may also
say that, during this time and chiefly through
Dibnlga, nyaya undergoes a fundamental change.
I n fact older nyiiya the model of which Dirin~ga
himself follows in his early works such as the
Ny~yamukha,is chiefly formal logic, it is concerned
with syllogism and its laws ;in other words it gives
the rules that we must follow when we discuss
dogmatical subjects with our opponents. New logic
has a much wider bearing. I t insists necessarily
upon the theory of syllogism, but we are no
longer confronted with a mere heuristic. The
syllogism is no longer purely apodiptic, but it is
based upon the deduction of a particular case from
a synthetical judgment.
hat is why epistemology plays such a large part in the new nyaya
treatises ; the relation between subject and object,
the validity of our sources of knowledge and the
real nature of the object form the most important
topics discussed in the new manuals inspired by
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the idealistic *system of the Yog~csrasor of the
Vijfiiinavadins, the main feature of which is to
deny the objective reality to things of our experience. This meansthat the object is not
independently existent in itself, but that every
object of our knowledge is given its existence by
our mind.
But now the question may arise : Was
Dinniiga the first to elaborate the subtle- logical
theories which we find fully developed in the
Nyiiyamukha and in the Prarniinasamuccaya, or
was he a systematiser, as original as he rnight have
been, of even older doctrines that received by him
a better formulation ? Our researches point it
out unmistakably that Didniiga had many predecessors who had long ago treated logical.
problems though witholit that scientific- and
philosophical accuracy which is proper to Dinniiga.
Chinese and Tibetan translations pupply us with
very important infornlation s s regards the logical
activity of Briddllist centers before the time of
Didniiga. and wha,t wc gather from them is sufficient enough to show that formal logic was greatly
developed in Buddhist schools at least from the
time of Maitreya. This point deserves our mention because if we depend on the authority of
those texts which enjoy the reputation of being,
as a whole, fairly older than the others, we find
that hetuvidyd or tnrka is blamed. I t is one of
those sciences in which the monk must not
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indulge. The tarkika does not seem to have been
held in a better reputation arnong the Bucldhists
than among the compiler^ of the Malliik~harata
where also the Tiirkikas are referred to with
contempt. But things changed little by little.
The time of the prakaranas, exegesis, follows the
time of the pravacanas ; the points of view are
many and often discordant. I n that freedom of
interpreting the texts which was always left to
the believers and which represents one of the
most characteristic features of Buddhism and
under the necessity of defending one's own views
from the opposite theories, Buddhist as well as
non-Buddhist, the debates on technical or dogmatical points grew in importance. The tin&
which saw the rise of Bgstras and prakaraqas
was also the time in which
Buddhists
began to turn their attention to vdda and to
its rules. There were always people who were
dharmdnusarin ; for them the holy teaching was
quite enough, but others were palikdakas, they
could not believe until their mind also was fully
satisfied, so that, at a rather early time, we find
the theory well established that faith rests upon
two things-dgama or holy words and yukti or logical reasons. This implies that in the Buddhist
schools a great place was given to logical discussions upon the theories held by the various currents
that we find fully individualized at the beginning
of Christian era.
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Buddhist logic was originated as a series
of rules for viviida and this explains why
the first specimens of this logic, which have
been handed down to us, have the appearance of
manuals containing rules about the behaviour of
the disputant in the course of the discussion, but
the 1ogica.l elements contained there are rarely
something more than pure heuristic. They
did not present, at the very beginning, any
connected system., bqt were a kind of catalogue
or
vadernecum very akin to tantrayukti,
known to us through the arthaiastra, and even
medical works such as Caraka and Susruta.
The first specimen of these catalogues is contained
in the Yoga-carya-bhumi-s~stra attributed to
Maitreya or Asanga, a work which I referredto in the first of my lectures. We find here a
full chapter dedicated to vada and divided into
eight different items : viidn in itself ; the place
where the speech is made, vadndhikarana ; the
points of discussion, viidasthana ; the adornment
of the speech, viidiilankara ; fallacy, vacanadosa.;
defeat, viidanigraha ; the starting point of the
speech, vi3danihsarava ; characteristics by which
a speech is appreciated viide bahukiiradharma?b.
If we except the third item, viz., vadasthdnarn,
we can hardly find in the other sections something which may really be considered as pertaining to logic, as we understand it now. At most
we are confronted with theories and hints that
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have a large bearing upon the prehiatory, we could
say, of the alahktira that is of a science which was
alxo strictly dependent upon vivsda and the connection of which with logical theories was never
forgotten.
According to Yoga-caryii- bhfimi-htra and
other cognate works a speech is to be considered as alafikrta when it shows perfect
knowledge of the .speaker's system as well as of
the opposite views. Moreover the language of
the vgdin must be perfect and this perfection can
only be attained if five proprieties are preaent in
it. I t must in fact be devoidof any rustic expression, be easy, evident, coherent, possessing a
good meaning. Another of the fundamental elements of a vsda is considered to be the vai6aradya,
Fearlessness, which is held in Mahsyana as one of
the most peculiar qualities of the Buddha and of
the Bodhisattva and consists in that feeling of
self-confidence which is not shattered even in a big
or hostile parisat. I t must be accompanied by
d hirata-firmness
and the speech itself must
possess those characteristics which will be esteemed and attractive. This gives the author the
opportunity to enumerate a list of 2 1 praiamscigunas, good qualities of ilada. These pra8a?1sdgunas or vbkyapra8a~sds are known to us
by other sources also. I quote Carakasaqhitii
in the section dedicated to the viidamorya&
and the Upeyahrdaya attributed to Niigsrjuna
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and about whioh we shall have to speak in these
lectures. But the catalogue of Maitreya gives the
ilnpression to contain older ideas. The PdkyapraBamsa in Caraka is of five kinds and has
already been established having recourse to the
logical coherence of a sentence. It is anyBno
and anadhika, which implies the theory of syllogism as composed of a fixed number of avayavas ;
it must possess a meaning, arthavat ; it must not
be incoherent, anapdrthaka, nor contradictory
aviruddha. So also the Upsyahrdaya which
follows with little difference and small additions
the classification of Caraka. Of course all these
things will disappear in a further stage, but there
is no doubt that they are worthanoticing, in so far
as they contain the first attempt at logically ela- .
borating the data of the oldest viviida-manuals.
But in our text no such attempt is to be found.
Its enumeration of the p m h ~ s l i g u n a s contains
very little which can be considered as pertaining
to logic ; it embodies qualities that have relation
to the behaviour of the disputant more than to
speech itself : no bodily fatigue to be shown in the
discussion, no stammering, no pain or impediment in the throat. On the other hand cleverness and promptitude of mind such as pratibhdna,
etc., kindness towards the opponent, absence of
partiality, etc., are insisted upon. The same is
the impression that we receive when we examine
the fifth section of the same book, concerned with
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the viidanigmha. We learn from later cat*logues that this was a point discueaed with full
detail, because it was of the greatest importannce to
know what were those defective ways of arguing
which marked a well definite inferiority of one of
the disputants, and were therefore considered as
a sufficient proof of his incapability to carry on
his discussion and to defend his thesis. All the
Nigraha-section of Maitreya or Asahga's work is
divided into three main items : vacanasannyha,
which corresponds to the pratij7iasannyCsa of the
Ny~yasiitrasand consists in admitting that one's
own thesis is wrong and that of the adversary
is the right one. It can be of .thirteen kinds,
6
my thesis is wrong," " your thesis ia right,"
etc. The second item can be compared with the
vikdepa of the catalogue of the Nyzyasiitras, though
it includes some a~pects which cannot be considered as properly belonging to it, but rather
shows some similarities with other nigmhasthiinas.
Pikgepa can only be called the first example
given by the author in our text and which
happens when somebody, perceiving that his
arguments are wrong, and not knowing how to
maintain any longer his thesis, tries to avoid the
discuesion saying that he has something else to
do, etc. The - other case alluded to and which
happens when the opponent has nothng to reply
and keeps silence, corresponds to the apratibhana
of the Ny~yasatras. But when our authors consider
7
6
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irritability, conceitedness, etc., as varieties of the
same nigraha, or when they say that the same
happens when the opponent, unable to overcome
the speaker, reveals some secrets of hisalife hhich
the other does not like to make known, we are
confronted with aspects of nigraha which do not
have any connection whatever with logic, while
the long list of examples shows also that casuistry
was taking the place of the theory not yet formulated. W e find the same indecision as regards
t h sectio13 dedicated to vacanado~a,which side by
side with attempts at logical classification, anticipating the lists of later manuals, contains much
which has little connection with Logic. So
vacanado~a is considered to happen when one
speaks at random or when words and expressions
are suggested by anger, or when they lack cohesion;
but at the same time mention of the nyiina and
'ad hika, of the sddhyasama, of the siddhasadhya,
of the apsrthaka of the avijriiitartha, or of the
priiptaknla is to be found in the list of Yogacary8-bhumi. J ~ t i s deserving
,
particular notice, are
referred to as a variety of the vyartha, meaningless;
though no further detail is given, the very fact
that we find them mentioned here shows that jiiticatalogues were already known at the time of
Maitreya or Asanga. The seventh and the eighth
class do not add very much and insist either on
the necessity of vai6dradya or p]-atibhfinafor those
who are engaged in a discussion or point out that
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before undertaking a vivada one must always
compare his abilities and his chances of success
with those of the opponents and to consider
whether the parQat is friendly and impartial.
Though all these elenchoi, as to use the proper
Greek word, have only a n indirect connection
with logic, still they deserve our notice because
they are the first attempts at nyciya that we find
in Buddhist literature which testify at the
same time to the changes that were slowly creeping into ~ u d d h i s m . Vivada is no longer condemned, but it is considered as one of the
sciences that the Bodhjsattva must master and its
model is taken from the lists contained in the
Tantra-yukti, the very kernel from whick both
NyVa and Alankara seem to have developed.
We have left aside for the moment the
third section of the vivada chapter of Yoga-caryiibhtimi which we are studying. But it is just in
the third item that we find definite nydya-theories
treated and discussed. It is perhaps the first
document which has been handed down to us in
which syllogism and pramanas have been dealt.
It deserves therefore a careful investigation.
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We saw that the author of the Yoga-caryibbhiimi was the first mall to include vivsda
among the subjects to be known by the Bodhisattva.
The Bodhisattva had become the defender of the
faith. The polemical activity of the followers of
the various sects, the attacks of the orthodoxy, the
importance given to yukti as an upaya to reaching
faith, adhimukti, the growth of the praka~unas
induced the Buddhist masters to draw their
attention to Tarkavidyd. which had been,, for a
long time, considered with fame. They freely
accepted the Tantrayukti-rules, circulating in
India, and gave them a Buddhist garb, by emphasising the importance of some peculiarly
Buddhist qualities or virtues, such as updyakauklata, vai&i~adya, etc. We have also given a
resum6 of the fundamental ideas and classifications
laid down in the Yoga-caryii-bhiimi-dastra. But
we have left aside on purpose the third section of
his chapter on vivlda, because our intention is to
study itsin full detail. It is in fact there that we
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find the earliest elaboration of the doctrine of
syllogism and of the theory of the pramaws.
The first thing that we must note is that the
syllogistic process is here divided into two parts :
one is called the probandum, sadhya, the other is
the proof itself-; that is those dialectical methods as
well as those subjective sources of knowledge by
which we can attain to certainty about a notion.
This implies that the notion to be proved is also
considered as independent of the syllogism ; it is
to be first expounded as the subject of discussion
in the beginning of the ai~cida and then to be
formulated again as the first member of the real
syllogism.
I n the first case it is a mere
probandum ; in the second case it is considered as
an inseparable part of the sadhanu itself. This
theory seems to have been peculiar to the Buddhists and it was accepted even by the author of
the Viidavidlii as we can infer from the criticism
advanced by Uddyotakara against it. This particular notion of the sadhya deserves notice because
it is to be considered as the basis of the theory of
p a k p which, as we know, was peculiar to
Buddhist logicians. For Maitreya, Asahga and
Vasubandhu the sddhya or paksa is independent
of the sadhanu. The pratijrici, thesis, is in fact
the formulation of
- that same sadhya in the process
of syllogism. It is sadhydbhidhdna as the
author of V~davidhisays. Diliniiga, on the other
hand, seems to have anticipated the objections of
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Uddyotakara in so far as he euppresses the
pmtijfia, the place of which is taken by p a b a
i t self.
According to Yoga-carytb-bhiimi this siidhya
or probandurn is twofold. It is either svabhfiva
or viJeea, that is,, it contains a judgment either
about the very essence of a thing, or about
the possibility of predicating a special attribute of
it. In the first case we can only say that the
given subject, dharmin, is existent or non-existent,
while in the second we either affirm or deny that
a given quality belongs to the subject. hsanga
reproduces the same theory in his Abhidharmasangiti6Bstra and Sthiramati commenting upon
this text in his ~bhidharmasam~uktasaxi~iti
gives two examples of the two varieties of the
sadhya. A suitable example for the first case, when
the sadhya is only suabh8ua2 is a proposition such
as the following : " the Btman is, the atman is
not ;" of the second one : the Btrnan is all-persading, the atman is non-eternal."
Not less interesting is the discussion concerned
with the sadhanu that is with the syllogism
proper in which we find 'some peculiar features
that cannot be traced, so far as I know, in other
texts. The sddhana, syllogism, or process by
which a particular notion i$ proved is considered
by our text to be eightfold. On hearing this
one should be inclined to connect this theory
with that of the older masters of logic
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accordihg to whom the syllogism is composed 01
many members. Such were in fact the doctrine
expounded by Bhadrabahu in the Daiavaik~likaniryukti and the one referred to and criticised by
VBtsyiiyana in his Nyiiyabhagya, though there is
no apparent relation between the theory alluded
to by the Bhhyakera and the view held by the
Jaina doctor. But by a closer investigation we
realize that no euch connection is to be found.
The doctrine of syllogism expounded by Maitreya
i s in fact based upon a three-avayava-siidhana.
In fact the eight constituents of the sadhanu are
so euunciated by the Yoga-caryg-bhiimi-Bastra :
pratijfid; hetu,
reason; dretantu, example;
sddharmya, homogeneity; vaidharmya, heterogeneity; pratyakga; anumdna; dgama. It is evident
thatt the last three cannot be considered as real
members of the syllogism ; they are only prama~as,
sources of knowledge. I n a sense they are certainly sadhana, inasmuch as it is by them that we
can attain to a valid notion. But they are not
really part of a syllogism. They have a quite
subjective value in so far as it is by them that we
are convinced of some particular truths and therefore they are quite different from the sadhanu., the
purpose of which is to convince others. The
last three members belong therefore to that process
which we call sv8rthlnurndna, inference by one's
own self, which is based on the inductive process, includes direct perception as the ultimate
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foundation of our experiences, end can always be
convalidated by the authority of the holy texts.
In other words the inductive process cannot be
isolated from the other elements of our reasoning
which are ultimately only one in the synthetical
activity of our mind.
This is also the foundation upon which syllogism depends, because no conclusion attained by
formal logic can be considered as valid, if it were
contradicted by direct experience, judgment and
general and well established truths. Though,
therefore, syllogism is dependent on the pramdnas,
still it is impossible to include the pramanas
among the real members of the sadhanu. So
that five members are left to us for our consi'deration. But it is evident that even in this case
there is but a formal analogy with the fiveavayavas-theory accepted, as is known, by the
Naiy~yikas and expounded in the Nyiiyasiitras.
I n fact the sadharmya a d the vaidharmya referred to in the list of the Yoga-caryg-bhnmi-i~stra,
which we are considering, cannot be taken as but
denoting the different aspects of the example, viz.,
the positive and the negative example, though, as
we shall see, they have nothing which may allow
us to infer that the t~irapa-theory was known to
the Yoga-caryii-bhiimi-Ssstra and in general to
Asanga. Anyhow in this book we do not find
any mention of the other two avayavas of the
syllogism as expounded by the Nyiiyasiitras and
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the TarkoWst~a; I mean the upanaya and the
nigamanu. -This fact gives the logical theories
of the Yoga-caryii-bhiisoi-Bastra a peculiar aspect,
because its classification stands quite alone in the
Buddhist literature connected with nyrya now
accessible to us. In fact there is another group
.of works written by Asanga containing a
resu.1n6 of logical doctrines.
Though there is a general agreement, except i.n
some fsw cases, between the Yoga-carys-bhiimi and
this second group of works the treatment of the
syllogism is just one of those points where we
cannot find complete accordance. In fact while
the Bryapravacana, which is only a summary of
the doctrines expbunded in the huge Yoga-caryaibh~rni-iistru contains the same theories about
sadhanu as those already expounded, in the
Abhidharmasabgiti, commented upon by Sthiramati, we find that the five-avayava-theory has
been accepted. I n this book, instead of the
sadhamya and vaidharmya, Asanga gives as
members of a. syllogism the upanaya and the
nigamana. 'That is to say, in this work Asariga
strictly follows the Nyayasutras a& the TarkaSsstra. It is difficult to explain in a satisfactory
way this diversity of statements concerning the
same subject by one and the same author. If
we think of the general evolution of Buddhist
nyaya it would appear logical to consider the
three-avayma-theory , as expounded in the
8
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yoga-caryii-bhiimi-iiistrs, as a progress on the
other. If this could be proved it would show that
the prose section of the Yoga-caryii-bhiimi was
written after the Abhidharmasangiti. So that the
attribution of the same work to Maitreya wauld
become impossible. But such a conclusion does
not appear to be definitive. I n fact in Buddhist
texts which per:=ns are more recent than Maitreya
such as the TarkaSSstra, identified in some
quarters with the Vadavidhi attributed to
Vasubandhu, there is still the theory of the fiveavayava-syllogism. Moreover there is no doubt that
the treatment of the scidharmya and vaidharmya in
the Yoga-caryii-bhfimi-Siistra is still very imperfect
and so it seems difficult to see in it a step towards
the tririipa-theory. So it is dangerous to apply
the criterion of evolution to these'theories and to
fix their probable dates by merely basing our
arguments on it. The fact remains that if we
study all the materials we have at our disposa!, it
seems that many schools and currents of logic,
each one with its peculiar doctrines, were in existeace much before Dinniiga, and that even at an
early date, such as that of Maitreya and Asadga,
large variety of currents is traceable.
But what are. in detail the ideas of Maitreya
and ~ s a d g aon the various topics that we have
enunciated
Let us begin with the pramdqas.
These pramspas are three, viz., pratyakga, anumdna
and agama. This list is worth noticing. In fact
?p
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it marks a further fitep in the elaboration of
logical doctrines among Buddhist schools. It is
known that
Niigarjuna enumerates in his
Vigrahavy~vartan~
four pram%Qas as the Nyayasiitras, but of course this does not mean that he
accepts them because for the miidhyamika-standpoint the notion of pramiipa, as well as any other
notion, is antinomic and self-contradictory . llu t
another work very old, perhaps older than Maitreya,
attributed by Chinese sources to N~gkrjuna,though
it has certainly nothing to do with the M ~ d h y a mika teacher, I mean the Up~yahydaya,admits
four pramSpas, viz., the same as those we
find in Nyayasutras.
Now in Maitreya and
Asanga the pramii~ashave been reduced only to
three, that is, upamiina has been suppressed,, we
do not know on what ground. But it is almost
certain that Maitreya and Asanga did not see in
it anything more than a variety of anumana, just
as the Vaiiesikas and Dilin~gadid. But Maitreya
could not suppress the iLgama as it was done later
on by Dinnaga and his school. The Sgama is for
many a source of knowledge, quite independent
of the others. This point of view is not peculiar
to Maitreya and his imrneditate followers, nor
was it completely superseded, as it is generally
believed, on the authority of Miidhaviiciirya, by
the criticism of Dibnaga. It i s . not true that
every Buddhist school maintained the validity of
two p r a m ~ p a sonly, v i z . , pratyak~aand afincmasa.

Though, certainly, this was the general and
more common view, the school of Maitreya, the
Yogiicaras, seems to have insisted on this theory
long after this master ; so we fiq$ the three-pramiipas accepted and supported by Sthihmati,
whom Chinese sources consider as following the
old logical ideas, and in more recent times by
Virnuktisena and Haribhadra the commentators of
the Abhisanaayiilahkdrn. So, antleast among the
Yogiicgras, there is no doubt that the three-pram8na-doctrine survived for a long time. We must
therefore consider as too general the statement
which attributes to the Buddhists only two
pramiinas. But what are these pramspas and how
were they understood by Maitreya and Asadga?
Let us begin with direct perception. This
must have three fundamentt~l aspects, according
to the Yoga-caryg-bhiimi-B~stra and the works
related to it, that is to say, it must be evident and
immediate, aparokp, it must not be mixed with
ide:~tiun and, at last, it must be devoid of error.
I do not need to insist upor] the importance of this
definition. We find, in fact, in it all the elements
which will be accepted by Dharmakirti, while, on
the other hand, Dinniiga before him had proposed
a somewhat different definition, abolishing the
couditioil of its being abhr~ata. I n other words
we find in our text the confirmation of what I
said before, eiz., that the new elements t h a t we
see in Dharmakirti's works cannot always be
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attributed to him. It is even possible that
Dharmakirti and Dinnaga belonged to two different schools or currents, which fact seems to be
pointed out by the circumstance that the sourms
of the logical theories common to both are by the
orthodox or 3aina critics sometimes called Sautrantika, sometimes Yogac~ra,sometimes Vijiianavada. Though their logic developed more or
less on the same lines, it is quite possible
that the
f
metaphysical tenets of the schools to which they
belonged were different. We s h l l not therefore
be astonished when me see that in some particular
points even their logical tenets differed and that in
the case of the characters of perception the difference of opinion between Dinnaga and Dharmakirti
was derived from a divergent metaphysical
standpoint, is clearly indicated by Malliv~din.
As a matter of fact, many tendencies are included
under the general name of Vijiignavada and YogacBra and still very little is known about- the main
and characteristic features of them; as a whole
D i ~ S g ais more akin to VijiGnavada than
Dharmakirti, who seems strictly connected with
the YogSdras .
The investigation of the exact meaning of the
various terms eo ~ y e din the definition of direct
perception as given in our text will shed some
light upon the problem of the history of
Buddhist logical theories. I t is in fact evident
that it W
so~newl~at
difficult fo insert the
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pratyakga-doctri~lc in :L system like Buddhism
in which thl: r c ;lity
~
of ext8ernal things is not
admitted, but ill which we have, at least as
it appears frorn t he d,)grn:~tic;~l
treatises, a series
of internal and external moments running parallel.
So that the perception of a thing is nothing else
than the particular internal vijlilna corresponding
to a single riinn-iiyatana. This is the theory
which remains in the definition of pratyakga as
given by the 17adavidhi and according to which
p r a t y a k ~ ais tato 'rthiit, that is, the vijfigna deriving from the five kayas or supports of the subjective representation of the various objects. This
doctrine which is more in accordance with the
dogmatics of the abhidharmu-treatises was also
expounded in the Abhidharmasangiti, if we are to
judge from the explanation given by Sthiramati,
for whom perception is the very, thing rightly
perceived and tlevoid of error. " The very tlhing,
says Sthiramati, is here used in order to show that
when we see a pot, which is generally believed to
be the object of our direct preception, still we have
01dy the direct perception of the various elementary
constitueilts of a pot, such as riipa, etc. The notion of pot as a whole is thcrofore the' result of
the synthetical activity of our mind. I t is therefore
prajriapti. Moreover-he
adds-' 'perceived' ' is
used in order to indicate that in the very act of perceiving there must br no obstruction, while the
further determinatiolr : " devoid of error" shows
9 9
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that the perception of a mirage which is the consequence of bhrcinti, etc., cannot be considered as a
perception. This definition of perception, as we
find it in the Abhidharmasahgiti and in the Abhidharma-samyuktasaligiti, gives the impression of
being more coherent and strictly philosophical than
that contained in the Yoga-carys-bhiimi-Bsstra
in which a large part is usui~lly given to mystical
theories and to those classifications and exemplifications which are characteristic of this book and
seem to point out that the author was trying
to combine the old and the new and had
not yet reached a synthetical vision of the problem
that he was examining. We saw that according
to this book perception must be aparoksa. This
means'that it is derived from the senses when they
are uninjured and that it anticipates manaskfira.
It can be based either on analogy or on
heterogeneity and it presupposes proximity. The
first two items suggest to us the yogijiiiina ;
in fact it is said that perception is analogous
when the indriyas, senses, perceive things belonging
to the same sphere of existence, and that perception
is heterogeneous when they perceive things belonging to a superior sphere. The obstruction which
must be absent is of four kinds. It is derived either
from darkness and ignorance or from being hidden as
by the force of mantras or from being overpowered
as the small by the great or from bewilderment,
moha, such as miiy6, tairniriku, etc. This implies
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that the author of the Yoga-carya-bhiimi-tlsstra
knew the theory of the Bvaranas which was
discussed very early in Indian schools and of
which we find, as is known, the first traces in
the Mahgbhgsya of Patafijali. But though .the
classification of Pataiijali shows a certain similarity with the list of the Bvaranas given by Caraka
and the Sg~ikhva-textsand that of the Q a t a i ~ s t r a , ~
our enumeration seems to be quite independent,
not only as regards the number of the iivaranas
which are four instead of eight, but also as regards
terminology and the principle itself of the classification. The second term in the definition of
pratyaksa implies that it muat be devoid of any
imaginative construction of our mind ; it seems
therefore to anticipate the kalpan8podharn of Dinnags and Dharmakirti. Then it must be abhriinta,
devoid of seven kind of errors ; sar)ljriiibhriinti, to
consider an object to be one i h i c h it is not,
atasmin tad ; sankhyabhranti, to see the complex
in $he elementary, e.g., two moons instead of one as
in the case of a taimirika ; irkarabhriinti as when
one sees a wheel in a whirling fire; vareabhriinti to
see as yellow what is not yellow; karmabhrcinti to
attribute a particular action to what does not act or
acts in a different may, e.g., the appearance of
movement in the trees when one runs very first;
dr&ibhranti, to persist in the errors already enumerated and to believe that these erroneous visions
are'real ; cittabhriinti, to rejoice in these errors.
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It is evident that these two last items have
very little to do with the real character of an
erroneous perception. They are only valuable so
far as the practice is concerned and they mark,
as i t were, the passing of pure logic into the carya
of the Buddhist. W e shall not insist therefore upon
them. So that we may say that in fact we have in
the Yoga-carys-bhiimi-SBstra five categories only of
bhranti. . Now if we do not take into consideration
the first one (saqrjfitibhrsnti) which is not a class
by itself but represents the very foundation of all
other bhrcintis, because all errors depend on the
perception of something which is really different
from its appearance, atasmin tat, me have only
four fundamental b hrcintis which exactly correspond to those enumerated by Dharmakirti in
the Nyiiyabindu and to their examples ss
illustrated by Dharmottara. This fact deserves
mention became it shows once more the relations
of Dharmakirti chiefly with Asanga and Vasubandhu which we have already noted in other
places. Nor is it useless to note that the classification of the direct perception in three classes the
riipendriyavijfidna, the i~zanovij and the yogiprat yaksanij as known to Dinniiga, Dharmakirti and
others, who add also the s u a z a ~ v e d a n ~ p ~ a t ~ a k s a ,
is anticipated by our texts which tell us*that the
pmtyaksa is riipendriya, rnanas, laukika and
&ddha. Since the laukika is said to include the
first two, we have in fact a threefold perception
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which corresponds to that of later treatises with
the only exception of the s , v a s a ~ v e d a n a . So by
this study of the logical section of the Yogacaryg-bhiimi-88stra we are now in a condition to
have n fairly good idea of the very beginning of
ny8ya doctrines in Buddhist centers and to realize
how many of the elements that appear in the later
and more systematical treatises had already been
anticipated by a long series of masters. Up to
recent times the Ny~yabinduwas used as the only
book of reference for individualizing the various
logical theories considered to be specially Buddhist
and many conclnsior~s were drawn about the
chronology of works from the mere similarity of
the doctrines therein contained with those of other
tests. It is evident that all these concl~~sions
must
be revised, because what seemed, ork I\-count of
the scarcity of the material at our dislvbsnl, to be
found for the first time in Dharmakirti was in
fact anticipated long ago ?fore him.

THE BEGINNING O F BUDDHIST LOGIC
W e have seen, in our past lecture, how t h
YogacaryiibhiimiSastra understands direct perception. Now we must expound the theory of inference, alturnfina. This is defined as the discrimination of an object through the activity of our
mind and it is considered to be of five kinds. It
may be either : a ) nimitfinumiina, which depends
on the knowledge, already oblained, of a relation
between two things, e.g., smoke and fire, G)
sva b hdviinumuna, when we iiifer unperceived existence from a present perceived existence ; this
kind of mumana happens for instance when we
infer the existence of a car after having seen only
a wheel of it. c) karmiinumiina, when, from the
perception of an action we infer thc agent of tthe
action itself. So when we see a motionless object
from afar we infer that it is a tree, but if we perceive that it moves we infer that it is a man. d)
dharmiinumiina ; this is the case when we know
that many dharmas or attributes are related to
one another and must therefore be predicated of
the same object. Then, if we perceive one of
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these dharmas in an object we infer that -the
others also must be present there. e ) karyakiiraqanumcifia, that is inference of notions which
are related as cause and effect. This classification which we find again in the same treatise,
when the five aspects of the example or rather of
the homogeneity, upon which the example, as a
member of a syllogism, depends, is worthy of notice.
I n fact I do not know of any otuer -?xtin which
this same treatment of inference
expounded.
It is in fact evident that very little relation can be
found between the classification oE the anumana
into five varieties as enumerated in the Yogabaryiibhtimiiastra and the five kinds of inference referred
to in the Vailesikasiitras, that is kiiryakZra~a,
saqyogi, viyogi, virodhi, samaviiya. But we find
in Dharmakirti two of the items of the Yogacaryabhiimi, I mean the svabhava and Barya though, of
course, there is ,z gulf of difference between the
two authors as regards the systematical and philosophical treatment of the subject.
The school of Maitreya and Asanga adds to
these two pramanas, as we saw, the agama, authority of the sacred texts. The Abhidharmasadgiti
and the Abhidharmasamyuktasangiti state in this
connection that iigama is not contradictory to the
other two pramanas. This comes to say that the
iigarna receives its validity either from direct perception or from inference ; this statement ilrlplies
that it must not be contrary to reason, so that it
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is implicitly given a subordinate place in wrr
parison with the two other pramiiqas. I n fact
Dinniige does not acccpt it as a particular pramclnu
but as being included in the others. This point
of vie W came to be generally accepted in Budtl hist
schools, with the exception of the strict followers
of Maitreyan~thasystem.
According to our treatise, when a notion ig
contradicted by the two aspects of the example or
by the three pramanas, it is wrong, so that for the
author of the YogacaryabhiimiS~stra the fundamental logical error consists in the viruddhn, the
contradiction. This logical contradiction which
therefore inficiates the va,lidity of a notion can
have two aspects : either the notion reached by our
argument is uncertain, thak is it is not the only
one which may be derived as a conclnsion from
our syllogism and then we have the aniicita or it
is ;L petitio principz", the s8dhyasarna.
These are the contents of the logical section of
the Yogacaryiibhiimii~straand of the other treatises
dogmatically connected with it and written by
Asanga. A further step in logic was made by the
great doctor Vtisubandhu. According to the tradition
he was, as is known, the younger brother of Asadga
.and was converted by him to M a h ~ y ~ after
n a having
been a follower of Hinayiina. I t follows that the
enormolis literary activity of Vasubandhu may in
fact be divided into two periods : the hinayanist
for instance by the Abhidharmakoia
as
0

which with its leaning towards Seutrgntika-views
anticipated, as it were, his conversion to MahsyBna and the mahiiysnist when he systematised
the Vijfiaptim~tratadoctrine. W e cannot say to
what period we may attribute the logical treatises of Vasubandhu, but the fact that nysya was
incorporated for the first time, so far as we know,
in the works of Maitreya seems to support the
view that the nyiiya treatises of Vasubandhu belong to the period following his conversion to
~ a h i i ~ i i ndogmatics.
a
What are these works of
Vasubandhu? If we are to follow the Chinese
sources represented by K'uei-chi and Shkn-t'ai,
the commentators respectively of the Nyiiyapravefia
and of the Ny~yamukhaand the disciples of Yuanchwang, three works on logic were written by
Vasubandhu. One was the V~davidhi,the other
V~davidhena, the third the Vedahydaya. The
Chinese tradition, which rests on the information
of the great Chinese pilgrim' who was himself
very well acquainted with nyHya is neither
contradicted nor supported by the Indian tradition.
In fact we know that tlie ~ a a v i d h iis quoted
by Uddyotakara in his N y ~ y a v ~ r t t i k abut
,
without giving the name of its author. Nor does
V~caspati attribute to Vasubandhu any of the
passages of the Viidavidhi cited in the Nyiiyavirttika which have their correspondent in the Pramspasamuccaya of Dinniiga. About the V ~ d a v i duns, quoted also by Uddyotakara, we do not
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know very much, except that the definition of the
pr.ztij88 which is given there reminds us of gape
terms that Sthiramati uses in his commentary on
the Abhidharmasangiti when discussing the same
subject. About the Viidnhrdayn no information
can be gathered. There is in Chinese, it is true,
a work on vada which we have ;~lludedto very
often and which is called Upaynhldaya, but since
no mention of Vasubandhu is made as regards
this work, but on the contrary it was in some quarters attributed to NBggrjuna, we cannot state any
relation whatever between the Viidahrdaya and
this supposed TJp~yahrdaya. But if we have
recourse to the Prc~mfipasamuccayawe find that
the V3davidhi is not attributed to Vasubandhu.
Anyhow considering that so little is known about
logical theories before Dinnsga and that this
V~davidhienjoyed among the naiygyikas a vast
reputation before this philosopher, so that the
theories therein expounded are refuted not only by
the Pramiipasnmuccaya, but even by Uddyotakara
tmd are referred to in two differentplaces in the
logical section of K ~ v y ~ l a h k i i r awe
, realize that
the discovery of such a book in Sanscrit or in a
translation would benefit immensely our knowledge
of Pre-Difinaga Buddhist logic. There is of course
in Chinese a work which is considered to b e - s
Tarkaiiistw. It is a fragment in which chala, jiiti
and nigrahasthznas are discussed. If we asre to
follow the Chinese tradition this text enjoyed great
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notoriety in India and Central Asia at the time of
paramartha who even wrote a commentary upon
it. It wa-Bevidently the manual used for mastering
the technicalities of the vi!iida or viida which
were necegsary for those discussions which at that
time took place not only between Buddhists and
non-Buddhists, but also among the various Buddhist
schools themselves. Now there is a tendency -to
identify this book with the Vsdavidhi and to ascribe it to Vasubandhu. The fact that it was
translated by such an early translator as Param~rtha
and that it was such an authoritative text would
support this view. I may add also that the' catalogue of the jiitis as given in the Chinese text,
agrees almost fully with the same catalogue referred to by Dilingga in the PramBnasamuccaya. But
it must also be noted that I do not find anywhere
in the Chinese sources a definite and credible mention of this work as being that of Vasubandhu and
while we know from Ku'ei-chi that the siidhana or
dyllogism as expounded by Vasubandhu consisted
of three members only, our text enumerates the
same five members. as the Nyiiyasfitres. I'herefore,
though I do not exclude the idea that the Chinese
text may be a fragment of the V~davidhi, which
hypothesis would be more probable if the Viidavidhi h not by Vasubandhu, still I do not think
that, the data at our disposal may allow us to be
absolutely categorical on this point. Anyhow
whatever the case might be it is certain that in
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this text, preeervedonly in Chinese, we have the
first syetematicd treatise on logic which has come
down to us from Buddhist echoole. It is in fact
evident that the various logical 'topics have been
here arranged in a more satisfactory way than
in the Yogacaryiibhihibastra or in its cognate
works. This text has been completely translated
by me into' Sanscrit, so that it is now accessible to
scholars who cannot read Chinese. I t will not be
out of place to give here a notice of the most important features of this book. It has for s long
time been a matter of discussion whether the
trairiipya theory is to be ascribed to Dilhniiga or
not. It is in fact known that the pakgadhannotii
sapak~asattva and the vipak~cisattoa is to be
found also in Pragastapada. So that scholars were
of two different opinions. Some held that the
trairiipya theory was an innovation introduced by
Dihniiga ; others were inclined to think that
PraBastapBda was responsible for it. The question
admitted of doubt because we knew practically
nothing about Buddhist logic before Dinniiga. But
the nyiiya treatise, about which we are now speaking and which, if not the Viidavidhi itself, reproduces theories that are almost the same as those of
the Vsdavidhi, in all points where a comparison of
the two texts is possible, solves the question.
Of course the priority of Praiaetapada seems
to be impossible even for other reasons ; first
of all, because there is a com~lete sentence
10
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of the Nyiiyan~l~kh;lto be found also in the
Pramiinas:lmucc:~ya which is literally quoted by
PritBastapBda. Rut the Chinese translation of the
Ny~ya-treatise, which may be still called, though
quite hypothetically, a TarkaSiistra points out unmistakeably the existence of the trairGpcpya theory
before Dibniiga and shows that, even before this
great master, logical doctrines were largely and systematically discussed in the Buddhist schools as is
proved by the fragments and treatises lost in their
Sanscrit original but translated into Chinese or
alluded to in Chinese sources and even in the commentary by Dirinsga himself upon the P r a m ~ n a samuccnya. Now in this book t-he trairlpya theory
is clearly expounded. I n the second chapter dealing
with the jutis there is s long discussion about the
siidharrnya- and vuid harrnya-jati. The method of
our book is this : tirst it gives the definition of the
jdtis which is almost the same as thatl to be found
in the Ngayasiitras and then the example is explained. The author fornlulstes a s yllogisrn s u c l ~
as the following sound is non-eternal, because
a product, etc.
Then the prativiidirc is introduced who tries to refute the validity of the given
syllogism by a jiiti. The addin in reply shows
that the arguments adduced by the opponent are
not valid, because illogical. I n the example already
given the opponent is supposed to reply that the
syllogism is not valid, because if the analogy with
a pot, etc., is sufficient to prove the non-eternity
"

"
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of sound, then, its homogeneity with ether, eta.,
will also prove that aound is eternal; and there
is such a similarity between ether and sound. Both
in fact are equally devoid of a tangiblc form, t l t ~
is to say thcy are c~mlirta. Now the r ~ p l yof the
author of the so-called Tarkakastra is that such ;I
refutation is not viditl, but it is a lncre jhti.
In fact the reason given by the opponent is
inconclusive inasmuch as it does not indicate
any absolute and fixed relation of the reason itself
with the attribute to be proved. I t has 110 vydpti
and therefore the argument is vitiated by the
logical mistake called anczili3ntika. But t'he Tarkar38stra adds also that the sadhnna, ss cxpounded in
the book, is faultless, because the hetu of it is possessed of three characteristics, that is it expresses the
pakgad harmatci, viz., the condition of being the
subject of the proposition, the sapak8asattva, that
is the fact that the attribute to be proved is certainly present in all positive instances and the vipak~avydvrtti, that is that it is absolutely absent in all
negative instances. The statement contained in
this fragment is also alluded to in other portions
of the same text and it is of a very high importance because it shows in clear terms that the
trairiip ya theory was known before Dinnaga.
But it is also to be noted that there was
some slight difference between Didnaga and his
predecessors as regards the exact meaning and
import of the three terms. I n fact it must be
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remembered that the Chinese translation uses as
regards the third aspect of the reason a, character
which corresponds to exclusion ' ' tIint is Sanscrit
vycivytti. This definition was not accepttd by Dinnags, whocriticised it in the Nyayarnukha and substituted for it the rule vipnksiisuttua, which after
him was generally :~cceptcdby all logicians.
W e find many other interesting features in this
fragment provisionally called by us Tarkai~stra.
It still maintains the five-fold syllogism which,
if we are to follow the Chinese tradition, was
reduced by Vasubilndhu to three members only and
it follows the same terminology as the Nyiiyasiitras. It seems to know the theory of the pakqa
as the formulation of a thesis quite independent
of the five-fold siidhana intended to prove it, because in the chala-chapter we find mention oI
four of the five pakeubhiisas known to Dihngga,,
that is, it refers to : the svavacanav.iiruddha, contradicted by the very terms in which the sentence is
formulated, prat yak~avirudd
ha or contradicted
by direct experience, anum8naoiruddha or contrsdicted by inference, lokavirudd ha or contradicted
by common belief ( called in other sources pratitiviruddha). No mention is to be found of the fifth
pakscibhdsa enumerated by Diringga, I mean the
cigama-viruddha, contradicted on the authority of
the holy texts. But since this section is not exactly concerned with the palcsa theory it would he farfetched to conclude from the sile11c:e in this special
((
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connection that the Tarkafiiistra ignored the fifth
pakabhasa.
Another point that distinguishes t l ~ eTarkathe Nyayasiitras is the theory ol'
~ ~ s t r from
a
logical errors. I t is in fact known that according
to the Nyiiyasiitras these logical mistakes are five
in number-sav y a bhicara, viruddha, praakaraqusarna, sad hy asama, kicliitita.
Now we have already seen that Asadga
enumerated three hetvabhdsas only instead of five,
and he seems to consider them as varieties of the
contradictory one. Our book in the same way
enumerates three hetgabhasas which are the same
as those attributed by Diriniiga to Vadavidhi and
which were also accepted, though defined in a
different way, by Dinnaga himself. They are
the asiddha, the anaikantika and the viruddha.
But it is worthy of notice that some of the
examples here given agree with those of
Pralastap~da. In fact the example of the asiddha
is : a horse is coming, because we see the
horns." Thie case is considered m an asiddha
by the Vaibsikasiitras, but as viruddha by Praiastapgda. Example of the anaikdntika is : " the
cow is coming, because we see the horns. " This
very example is given by the Vaiiegikasiitras as
anaikantika, but by Prahastapsda as sandigdha.
These are the principal points in which our text
does not agree with the logical scheme of the
Nyiiyasiitras, but so far as other classifications are
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concerned the two texts follow as a rule the same
plan. This fact has its weight because it shows
that in spite of the peculiarities of each text as
regards purely epistemological or dogmatical
points, a. general agreement as to the catalogues
of vivada is to be found in our sources, because
it is impossible to carry on a discussion
on any subject, if the speakers do not agree
as to the fundamental rules to be followed
in a controversy as regards the meaning, extent
and import of those points which mark a definite
inferiority of one of the disputants. That is why
all the various catalogues of vivdda-rules belonging
to the same epoch are on the whole pretty similar.
The four siddhdntas, thougho their name and
definition is not given in our fragment, are alluded
to. Moreover the catalogue of the Nigrahasthsnas
is exactly the same as that of the Ny~yastitras.
A general agreement is to be found also in the
other section which has so much bkaring upon the
general development of a vilda, I mean the jati or
fallacious refutation. The jdtis, as is knowa, do
not seem to have had among the Buddhists the
same importance and the same fortune which they
enjoyed in orthodox nysya. The Buddhists with
D i n n ~ g aand Dharmakirti elaborated a very minute
and complex theory of the logical foundation of
inference. The syllogism rested upon the general
laws of our judgment and it had no longer that
apodictic value which it possessed at the beginning

of nyeya speculation. , So formal logic cl~l)e~l~lh
in
fact upon some fixed and simple laws mllicl~t - l i r r ~ i nate the casuistry of previous heuristic. That
is why Dinnsga in his Nyiiyanlukl~a and Praulanasamuccaya, reduced the number of @is, showing
that they are not'hing else but varieties of the logical hetvdbh~saswhich he had determined. Anti
after him Sankarasvamin does not take the jdtis
any longer into consideration. These are for him
as well as for Dharmakirti n d h i n g else but
dusan6bhiisas, wrong refutation, and the fallacies
rest upon the fact that the counter-argument used
by the advers:try is inficiated by a wrong reason. In
our Tarkaiiiati-a we also already find the tendency
to reduce the jdtis to mere logical errors. They are
no longer twenty-four as in the Ny~yasatras,but
only sixteen. And a t the same time a dassification
is give11 of them wl~ichis to be found also in the
Viida-vidhi, as we can deduce'from the reference to
this text that we read in the last chapter of the
Pramiinasarmuccaya concerned with the jdtis. They
are in fact divided into three classes : viparita with
ten items, asot or ctbkzita with three items, and
viruddha with three items. All the varieties of
jdtis given in this catalogue can be found in the
Nyeyasatras with the exception of the s v ~ ~ t h a v i r u ddha
the anukt isama. The list will be reduced
to fourteen items by Dirinrga. As regards the
nigrahasthanas there is, as I said, complete agreement between our text and the Np~yasfitrae. The
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examples also given to illustrate the various nigrahas are generally similar to those of Nyayasfitras
which implies once more that we are confronted
with stereotyped formulas, as current in the viidamanuals of the time. Owing to the mutilated condition of the text we cannot state to what school it
did belong. Of course all along the book the theses
maintained are : non-eternity of sound, nonexistence of &man, the impossibility of admitting
of any existence whatever. But it is impossible
to deduce any conclusion from these expressions
because they belong to the common stock of
Buddhist dogmatics. The only thing which must
be noted here is that the first chapter containing
examples and refutation of the chala seems to
refute the prasa*ga-method of the madhyamikas
while the reference to the tathatii in the same
section points perhaps at a yoggcara origin. I t is
impossibie to state anything more precise. But
whatever the case might have been, there is no
doubt that this text is the most important nyiiyatreatise anterior to Didnsga. I t shows that logic
was already systematised among Buddhist schools
in manuals which may quite well be considered
as the counterpart of the Brahminical Nyiiyastitras
with their bhiisya. The great 'interest of the
discussions therein contained, the doctrines alluded
to in it, the reference to contemporary sects, the
tradition preserved in Chinese sources of the great
authority that the book enjoyed i n Central Asia
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and even in China, where it wart the r e m g n i d
text-book of nyiiya in the monasteries, make us
complain that we have now a mere fragment of it.
Whether the work is the Viidavidhi or a
different one, there is no doubt that it contains
ideas and doctrines which Dihnaga found
before him and which in many places he refuted, in his treatises, and in other places followed.
It is still a viviida-text, but it shows an enormous
progress upon the first attempts and mere catalogues
of the older treatises, as we can see quite well
when we compare it with the was-sections contained in Maitreyapatha and in Asabga. It
embodies also criticism of theories that were accepted by the orthodox Naiyiiyikas. Such is for
instance a very important passage in which the
validity of artkpattz as a separate pramiiyz is
attacked by our text.
Now in Vatsygyana's
Nyayabhadya we find this very criticism cited
and again refuted. There- is no doubt, as we can
judge from the exact correspondence between the
text as it is in Chinese and the quotation by
Viitsyiiyana that the Bhasyaksra was referring to
our treatise. It is evident that the studies of
Indian logic can be largely benefited by the
investigation of this text. So ouce more we must
be grateful to the Chinese, who along with the
Tibetans, have
preserved many important
documents of Indian speculation, which would
otherwise have been completely lost to us.
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